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Growth & Sustainability - Livability 

Brief from Wednesday, October 17, 2018 Meeting with OC planners and sustainability specialists, Mr. Bill 
Lutz, Save Orange County, Inc. 

UCF Professor Kelly Semrad, Chairman of SaveOrangeCounty, Inc. and myself met with Orange County 

Planners as well as sustainability and environmental specialists. The purpose of the meeting was to speak to 

Rural and Environmental concerns as Orange County moves towards the next update to the CLUP and zoning 

changes (Orange Code Project). The overarching question of the session addressed, "How should we grow?" A 

portion of the discussion was directed towards addressing, "How to address rural conservation?" 

URBAN SERVICE AREA: 

Observation #1: The County' s plan to concentrate intense development within the USA along transportation 

and work corridors will provide sustainable smart growth opportunities that will enhance the quality of life of 

citizens and promote livability as a concept that will make Orange County competitive in urban living 

settings. The plan will require that the county rezones commercial land use space to mixed used and residential. 
Save Orange County is in support of this smart growth plan. 

Discussion: Meeting attendees discussed that this sustainable smart growth plan will ease development 

pressures in the rural areas, protect the environment, and provide more opportunities for both urban and rural 

residents to pursue and live in the setting type they chose. All meeting attendees agreed of the many benefits 

that walkable/mixed use urban neighborhoods in the Urban Service Area will bring to Orange County. 

Recommendation: Orange County Planners should be focused on smart growth designs in the URBAN 
SERVICE AREA with an emphasis on infill and redevelopment. 

RURAL SERVICE AREA: 

Observation #2: Meeting attendees collectively understand the diversity of Orange County citizens needs ' and 

market preferences for a diversified real estate portfolio. Accordingly, it was explained that there are six market 
areas that will be addressed and incorporated into the Orange Code project. Two of these markets are East of 

the Econ in the river basin (East and Rural East). East was marked in "orange" as defined as intended for 
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development (including the Lake Pickett Study Area, which is currently under litigation in appeals court). All 

attendees agreed that the Rural Service Area (RSA) serves important purposes in Orange 

County. Environmentally it helps to protect water quality, allows infiltration to the aquifer and provides flood 

protection, as well as wildlife corridors. It also provides an area for residents who seek the rural lifestyle and 

does not require the taxpayer costs of providing urban infrastructure and services in the RSA. 

Discussion: The meeting attendees agreed that acquisition of conservation land is an important effort that 

Orange County should achieve through creative programs ( e.g. ad valorem tax, sales tax, TD Rs, bond funding 

to purchase rural lands east of the Econ River). Such a program would provide a solution to protect more 

environmentally sensitive lands in the Econ River basin and other potential areas. Attendees also discussed that 

those rural lands that cannot be protected by conservation land purchases could, as a secondary 

approach, be protected by conservation easements, set-asides for upland wildlife corridors, and coded as low

density development areas. 

An idea was discussed about creating a new conservation rural zoning category 

entitled,"Countryside Conservation Estates." This code would be enforced for the INTENDED GROWTH 

AREAS in rural Orange County. Countryside Conservation Estates would include 2, 3, and 5-acre home 

sites and would have specific sustainable requirements assigned to them (see below). These homes would be a 

model for environmentally friendly and sustainable living. Importantly, these communities will cater to a 

market demand that Orange County' s real estate market cannot currently fulfill. Thus, such Countryside 

Conservation Estate homes will provide a real estate product that will entice and attract specific home buyers to 

the area. The zoned home sites would have no need for clear cutting of Florida' s natural plants and tree canopy 

to install sewer and water infrastructure. The concept would be friendly to water quality, watersheds, and 

nourishment to the aquifer by maintaining the natural landscape as opposed to a proliferation of rooftops, paved 

streets, and a destroyed natural wildlife habitat. Requirements and incentives to build on multi acre homesites in 

Countryside Conservation zoning may include but are not limited to: 

Use of passive and active solar 

Solar charging stations for electric vehicles 

Implementing best management practices for pervious pavement systems 

Using raip catchment systems instead of surficial wells for irrigation 

Xeriscaping and use of drought and heat-tolerant native grasses and plants 

Prohibiting application of nitrogen fertilizers and aquatic herbicides 

Maintaining at a minimum 75 percent of existing plants and tree canopy 

Installation of modem and well-maintained septic 

Well and motion facets 

Recommendation: Orange County Planning has agreed to study this new concept of a Countryside 

Conservation Estate zoning and the benefits that it may bring to citizens. The use of such coding will 

concentrate urban density in the USA and will provide a direction and vision for how rural areas may grow and 

represent sustainable rural living. The approach will save taxpayer costs in stretching infrastructure into rural 
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and environmentally sensitive lands. Staff agreed to research successful multi acre rural communities and 

should contact experts in planning and developing these sites. 

There is a strong marketplace for this type of nature friendly living and as the Mayor Elect Demings attracts 

new types of high-end businesses to Orange County the market demand for such properties will 

exist. Currently, Orange County does not offer Countryside Conservation Estates with modem sustainable 

smart growth strategies adopted within the construction of the community. 

Observation #3: Currently, there is a citizens' led lawsuit against Orange County Government as a result of 

the prior administration approving the Lake Pickett Text Amendment, which permits urban development to 

cross the Big Econ River into the Rural Service Area. An administrative law judge found that Orange County 

violated its CLUP when approving the Lake Pickett Text Amendment (The Grow). The Appeals Court is 

reviewing the lawsuit at this time. 

Discussion: This discussion would happen later depending on the Appeals Court decision. 

Recommendation: Should the citizen appellants prevail before the 5th District Court of Appeals the Mayor 

Elect should rescind the Lake Pickett Text Amendment and move forward with the newly proposed Countryside 

Conservation Estate zoning. 

Observation #4: There is a need for more clarity regarding the Rural Service Boundary and the definition of 

both rural and urban. 

Discussion: Staff agreed to research and include the following said topics: (Note, discussion will continue on 

these topics) 

Initiating the process to investigate and define rural boundary 

Initiating the process to provide a definition for rural and urban developments 

Initiating the process to review and revise the privately initiated text amendment policy. Such revision would 

limit the types of rezoning landowners may seek given the location of a property. 

Initiating the process to provide "sub definitions" of development types that may occur in each code. 

Recommendation: With citizen input, formally describe the rural boundary and define the words rural and 

urban. Staff should include all the above discussion items in final report recommendations. 
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End of Brief. 
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